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Abstract: The goal of the study is to establish an achievement motivation scale for the sport for all specialists.
The researchers have used descriptive method on a sample consisting of 78 specialist of the sports , all from
youth centers in Egypt. The researchers concluded to establishing an achievement motivation scale for the
sport for all specialists that is consisted of 30 statements divided to four dimensions (self-confidence - desire
to succeed - level of ambition - tendency to compete). The researchers recommend taking advantage of the
results of this research because of its importance in identifying the motivation achievement to the specialist
of the sports for all.
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INTRODUCTION achievement motivation, but there was no specialized tool

The achievement motivation is one of the important sport for all, so the current research aims to establishing
motives, as it leads and directs the individual to ease his an achievement motivation scale for the sport for all
tension needs, develop consecutive plans to achieve specialists.
successive goals and to implement these plans the way The recent research aims to establishing an
that allows more than other calming urgency of the achievement motivation scale for the sport for all
individual needs and his motives [1]. Achievement specialists.
motivation has its importance to the individual, because Kranzusch[3] conducted a research titled "reward
it reflects a desire to do the hard work and its ability to systems and their relationship to motivation to work" on
deal with ideas and things in an orderly, objective and a sample of 125 employees, results indicated that the
independently manner. It also reflects the ability to reward systems in the organizations fails to satisfy higher
overcome the obstacles faced and reaching high level in needs, which reduces the motivation to work. Moussa [4]
the areas of life, with increasing the individual self- conducted a research titled "establishing a scale of
appreciation and competing with others and overcoming achievement motivation in young athletes", on a sample
them [2]. of 30 of young athletes from various activities and used

Researchers finds that there are many studies and the achievement motivation scale as a tool for collecting
researches had dealt with the subject of sport for all and data. The researcher found that the discriminating factors
most of these studies sought to identify the objectives of of the young athletes differ depending on different factors
sport for all to the participants or to develop strategies for where the desire to excel, compete, ambition and self-
sport for all in different countries or to identify the effect confidence play an important and positive role. Hafez [5]
of practicing sport for all activities on varied different conducted a research titled "establishing a scale of
health,  psychology, social and physical aspects and has achievement motivation to boxers”, on a sample of 150
indicated in most of these studies that there are many women boxers participating in the republic boxing
obstacles that prevent the implementation of sport for all championship. The main results were that the scale of
programs within the youth centers, which is one of the achievement motivation to women boxers consisted of 32
most important factors that lead to poor achieving statements distributed to 8 axes to measure achievement
motivation for the specialist of sport for all and despite motivation, moreover conducting comparative studies
the availability of many researches that studied between  the  men  and  women  boxers  in   the   level  of

to measure achievement motivation for the specialist of
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achievement motivation in the sport of boxing and other
sports.Ahmed [6] conducted a research titled the
relationship of sport achievement motivation to the match
anxiety for soccer young players. The researcher used the
descriptive method and included a sample of 30 young
soccer players under 16 years. And the researcher used
the list of achievement motivation - a list of sport
competitive anxiety state as tools to collect data. The
most important results indicated that there is a statistical
significant correlation between both dimensions of
success achievement motivation and avoiding failure and
the sports competition anxiety in its three dimensions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The researchers used the descriptive method, which
is not limited to data collection and compilation, but goes
even further than that because it contains a degree of
interpretation of these data. Therefore description often
accompanied by comparison [7].

Sample of the Research: A sample of 78 individuals were
deliberately selected of the sport for all specialists from
those working in youth centers representatives of all the
provinces of Arab Republic of Egypt during their
participation in the activities of the training course
organized by the National sport Council Maadi Olympic
Center.

Tools of Collecting Data: The researchers established a
scale of achievement motivation for the specialist of sport
for all, through the research problem and its aim, the
following steps were followed: 

Determine the basic dimensions of scale: this
selection was based on the opinion of a group of
specialists, as well as access to previous studies and
some scientific sources relevant to the subject of the
research, 6 dimensions have been identified in the
field of achievement motivation, namely:
Self-confidence. - Desire to succeed.-Level of
ambition - Commitment. - Social approbation. -
Tendency to compete.

Formulations of a set of statements were conducted
as reflective behavioral indicators with of total of 52
statements. The researchers have introduced the scale in
its preliminary stage on 5 specialists in the field of sports
for all and sport psychology at the Faculty of Physical
Education for men in both Helwan and Minya
Universities.

Table 1: Number of statements at each dimension of the scale
No. Name of the dimension Number of statements
1 Self-confidence. 11
2 Desire to succeed. 11
3 Level of ambition 6
4 Commitment 9
5 Social approbation 6
6 Tendency to compete 9

Total 52

The Researchers Asked Them to Identify the Following:

Whether the statements belong to the dimension?
The adequacy of statements under each dimension
and giving their opinion by deletion or addition?

The researchers amended some of the statements
that the whole arbitrators agreed to change to be more
pronounced for the sample of standardization. The
researchers randomly distributed the statements of the
scale with a tripartite scale for estimation (always -
sometimes - rarely) and Table 1 shows the number of
statements in each dimension of the scale after display to
the arbitrators.

Table 1 illustrates the number of statements at each
dimension of the scale of achievement motivation of 52
statements. Calculating statistical coefficients of the scale
to reach the final feature:

The validity and reliability of the scale were verified
through the responses of the sample along with
conducting the appropriate statistical analysis to
achieve its goal as follows:
Scale validity: the researchers conducted the initial
steps in establishing the scale that referred to in the
steps of configuring the scale; the researchers
verified the validity of the scale as follows:

Content Validity: the scale dimensions and its statements
were subjected to 5arbitrators in accordance with the
criteria mentioned above.

Factorial Validity: The researchers used the method of
factorial analysis to extract the intra-coefficients
correlation between the scale statements and determine
saturations before and after rotation. Therefore,  the
researchers used the method of Principal Components of
Hottelling developed in 1933[7] is the most accurate
methods of factor analysis, also used Kaiser criteria
proposed by Guttman [7] and the method of orthogonal
rotation by Varimax method presented by Kaiser in 1958
[7].
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The Researchers Followed the Steps Below: Table 2 shows the following: Saturations values of

Statistical description (arithmetic means - mediator - arranged in descending order according to the values of
standard deviations – sequence coefficients) for the saturation on each statement. 6 statements refer to the
statements of the scale. The sequence coefficients (self-confidence dimension) and there were two
limited between ± 3 but not for the statements statements falling under (the desire to succeed dimension)
number 25, 36, 52 and thus can be excluded, therefore and one statement was falling under the (the tendency to
the scales statement number that the sample compete dimension) The researchers believe that this is
responses are distributed normally, 49 statements. due to the presence of self-confidence of specialist of the

sport for all that led to the development of his
In the following presentation to saturations before performance to reach the success and the tendency to

and after rotation by Varimax method and the application self-affirmation, The first factor could be called "self-
of factor approving conditions, as the saturation of at confidence". Table 3 shows the following: Saturations
least three sentences and accepting the statement that is values of the second factor ranged between 0.578and
statistically significant for the saturation of the factor not 0.441, was arranged in descending order according to the
less than 0.4 - and according to the researchers’ opinion. values of saturation on each statement. 6 Statements refer

The saturations after rotation resulted in six factors, to the (desire to succeed dimension), one statement falling
in addition to the mutual, factors has been accepted and under (the commitment dimension) and one statement
especially those scored more than or equal to 0.4 falling under the (the self-confidence dimension). The

The fifth and sixth factors were excluded for not researchers believe that this is due to the presence of
achieving the conditions of accepting the factor, the desire to succeed of specialist of the sport for all that are
saturation of at least three statements. generated  through  several overlapping  factors  exist  in

the first factor ranged between 0.719and 0.486 was

Table 2: Saturations of the first factor (self-confidence)

Statement Assumption Saturation

No. number Statement dimension value

1 47 I  have the ability to choose of alternatives and fast reaction in different situations Self-confidence 0.719

2 35 I do influence the participants through my opinions and thoughts Self-confidence 0.646

3 30 I have confidence in my abilities to implement programs assigned to me Self-confidence 0.626

4 1 I always move from one job to another without waiting for the results Self-confidence 0.587

5 43 when a problem occurs it is easy to find a solution Self-confidence 0.535

6 13 I have audacity to make crucial decisions without hesitation Self-confidence 0.526

7 20 I feel very happy when spending the longest time in doing my job Desire to succed 0.515

8 14 I modify the programs of work commensurate with the practitioners Desire to succed 0.486

9 38 I think in unconventional ways when making my decisions, Tend to compete 0.425

Table 3: Saturations of the second factor (the desire to success)

Statement Assumption Saturation

No. number Statement dimension value

1 36 I study the participants before working with them desire to success 0.578

2 8 Innovation of operational methods when dealing with new experiences in my work desire to success 0.544

3 25 I have the ability to sound convincing before deciding desire to success 0.540

4 48 I care for developing plans to address the situation that can occur desire to success 0.529

5 2 I can persuade the participants with my point of view without taking a long time desire to success 0.516

6 44 I have the ability to anticipate problems and innovate ways to confront it desire to success 0.472

7 17 I discriminate with spirit of fun and humor without embarrassing  others Social approbation 0.471

8 33 I care for following-up activities before, during and after performing it. Commitment 0.452

9 49 I have the ability to assess the situation in a proper way Self-confidence 0.441
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Table 4: Saturations of the third factor (ambition level)

Statement Assumption Saturation

No. number Statement dimension value

1 26 I have the motive to achieve and complete the required job Ambition level 0.510

2 9 I can work with different age stages at the same time Ambition level 0.501

3 32 I feel self-respect at the level when reaching the level I put to myself Ambition level 0.488

4 15 I try to do my best to get the job done as prepared Ambition level 0.466

5 31 I seek business that challenge my abilities desire to success 0.454

6 10 I feel happy and proud when doing maximum energies to accomplish my work Commitment 0.439

7 40 I feel desperate if there are no practical results to participants desire to success 0.412

Table 5: Saturations of the fourth factor (Tend to compete)

Statement Assumption Saturation

No. number Statement dimension value

1 46 I am at the anxiety in decision-making Tend to compete 0.781

2 42  I feel desperate if things went to the contrary of  what was expect Tend to compete 0.705

3 18 I prefer executing my job in an atmosphere of competition among participants Tend to compete 0.693

4 29 I perform my program without announcing Tend to compete 0.436

5 3 My enthusiasm for achievement grows when I face some difficulties Ambition level 0.414

different percentages as commitment, self-confidence and specialist of sport for all reveals in four major dimensions:
social approbation.  The second factor could be called -Self-confidence. - Desire to succeed. - Level of ambition. -
"the desire to succeed". Tendency to compete.

Table 4 shows the following: Saturations values of
the third factor ranged between 0.510and 0.412 was Reliability of the Scale: Coefficient of reliability of the
arranged in descending order according to the values of scale was calculated by extracting the values of Alpha
saturation on each statement. 4 Statements refer to the coefficient of stability for each of the evaluation list
(ambition level dimension), two statement falling under dimensions according to the equation of Kuder  and
(the desire to succeed dimension) and one statement Richardson and according to Cronbach amendment, The
falling under the (the commitment dimension). The values of coefficient correlations are statistically
researchers believe that this is due to that the ambition significant to all dimensions of the scale, it comes
level refers to the importance of feeling self value and to between 0.682 and 0.741 which indicates that the scale to
achieve the goal that the specialist of sport for all wants an acceptable degree of stability.
to achieve and this is achieved through the availability of
the desire to succeed and commitment. Calculating Degrees of the Scale: Each statement of the

The third factor could be called "ambition level". scale has three responses (always - sometimes - rarely),
Table 5 shows the following: Saturations values of the the researchers gave three degrees to the respond
fourth factor ranged between 0.781and 0.414 was arranged (always), two degrees to the respond (sometimes) and one
in descending order according to the values of saturation degree to the response (rarely). The total degree of the
on each statement. 4 Statements refer to the (tendency to scale ranged from 30 - 90. The degrees from 1 - 30
compete dimension) and one statement falling under represent the low level of the scale, the degree from 31 - 60
(ambition level dimension). The researchers believe that represents the middle-level of the scale and the degrees
this is due to that the specialist of sport for all who wish from 61 - 90 represent the high degree of the scale.
to compete must conduct more effort to reach the required
goal according to his abilities and potentials to achieve CONCLUSIONS
the ambitious seeking, the fourth factor could be called
"the tendency to compete" Through the above Establishing a scale of achievement motivation for
conclusion from the results of factor analysis of the specialist of the sports for all, could be reached, which
scale’s statement that the achievement motivation for consists of 30 statements distributed to 4 dimensions and
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